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Mail plugin Graffiti allows to design beautiful email signatures
Published on 01/06/14
ChungwaSoft today introduces Graffiti 1.0 for Mac OS X, their new plugin for Apple's Mail
application. Graffiti allows anyone to design beautiful email signatures. Besides a simple
graphical interface for designing the signature, it also supports HTML and CSS for more
advanced style definitions. Graffiti adds way more flexibility when creating email
signatures than Apple's builtin signature functionality. An effective way of making email
messages look more professional or simply more beautiful.
Aachen, Germany - ChungwaSoft today is proud to announce the release and immediate
availability of Graffiti 1.0 for Mac OS X, their new plugin for Apple's Mail application.
Graffiti allows anyone to design beautiful email signatures. Besides a simple graphical
interface for designing the signature, it also supports HTML and CSS for more advanced
style definitions. Graffiti adds way more flexibility when creating email signatures than
Apple's builtin signature functionality.
Email signatures are a very effective way of making your email messages look more
professional, more personal or simply more beautiful.
With Graffiti it becomes easier than ever before to design wonderful email signatures
without being a webdesign expert.
With Graffiti, you are able to design your email signature without any limitations. With
HTML and CSS you can even re-use parts of your personal or professional website. Include
hyperlinks to websites, social media profiles or personal images.
Graffiti supports templates to define a common look of email signatures within your
company. You can easily design your own template and use them on different computers.
Graffiti will automatically fill in the particular user's personal information while
retaining a common design based on the signature template.
Signature Template Design Contest:
* Design your own email signature template following the instructions
* Send the resulting template file to support@chungwasoft.com (you are allowed to send in
multiple designs)
* All signatures that we will have received until January 20th, 2014 will be presented on
this website until February 3rd, 2014 vor voting
* The top-3 signatures by votes will be rewarded with AppStore coupons with a total value
of Euro 200
* The top-10 signatures by votes will be included in the next major update to Graffiti
Pricing and Availability:
There is a special launch offer for Graffiti 1.0: Instead of $9.95 USD/8.95 Euro, the
plugin can be purchased for only $4.97 USD/4.47 Euro until January 17th.
Special Licenses for Testing and Promotion:
If you need special (free) licenses for testing the plugin or application or if you want
to have a promotion alongside with your article, then please don't hesitate to contact
us.
ChungwaSoft:
http://www.chungwasoft.com
Graffiti 1.0:
http://www.chungwasoft.com/graffiti/
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Download:
http://www.chungwasoft.com/files/Graffiti_latest.zip
Purchase:
http://store.chungwasoft.com
Screenshot:
http://www.chungwasoft.com/graffiti/images/screenshots/preferences.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.chungwasoft.com/graffiti/images/Graffiti.png

ChungwaSoft started in May 2008 as a very small company with only one software developer.
Fabian Jaeger founded ChungwaSoft in 2008 after 2 years of open-source software
development for the Mac. He started writing software for the Mac in 2004. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2013 ChungwaSoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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